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Abstract—Security is a challenge in future networks. Future Internet proposals rely on virtualization to provide multiple types of networks sharing the same physical infrastructure. This proposal takes advantage of the programmability offered by Software Defined Networks (SDN) to provide an architecture for an Intrusion Prevention System. We developed and tested a prototype in FITS (Future Internet Testbed with Security), a platform for experimenting Next-Generation Internet proposals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intrusion Prevention is one of the main challenges of Internet security today. Most of Internet’s security is hosted on the network’s edge. However, the majority of attacks occurs internally. In this scenario, not only a Intrusion Detection Systems, but also a Prevention System, which takes actions in order to block the attack, is required.

Future Network is based on the pluralist approach, by allowing distincts logical networks in the same physical substrate. In order to obtain this level of abstraction, the virtualization paradigm is introduced. In a virtualized environment resources, such as memory, CPU and bandwidth, are shared between multiple virtual machines. In this context, network virtualization is achieved, through the usage of virtual machines as network elements.

The architecture proposed in this paper provides an Intrusion Prevention System for future networks based in Software Defined Networks’s flexibility. SDN’s plane separation provides more programmability to control the virtual switches, and therefore, creates a managing environment for an Intrusion Preventing System.

II. INTRUSION DETECTION OPERATION MODES

There are two modes [1] in which Intrusion Detection works in the network:

On-path Detection: The IDS is placed on the packets route, so that every packet goes in the IDS to be analyzed and then forwarded to it’s destination. This method prevents that any malicious packet in this path goes unseen. However, as every packet must be analyzed before being forwarded, the IDS works as a packet buffer, affecting the network’s performance.

Off-path Detection: In this approach the IDS is a separate node of the network connected to a switch, and every packet that arrives in this switch is mirrored to the port in which the IDS is connected. This way, although its possible that some packets of a threat goes to it’s destination before it’s classified as a malicious flow, the network performance is not affected.

Since in the proposed architecture, one of the main goals is Quality of Service (QoS), the Off-path Detection is adopted.

III. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORK

Software Defined Network is based on the plane separation paradigm, the data plane and the control plane. The data plane is responsible for forwarding the traffic, while the control plane act as the network intelligence, defining where will be the packet’s next hop.

OpenFlow [2] is a protocol for SDN that relies on the plane separation paradigm. This protocol defines 12 fields to match a packet header, which is used by the control plane to install a flow table entry in the data plane. In the OpenFlow protocol, only the first packet of each flow is forwarded to the controller, who install the flow rule in the switch for the rest of the packets.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND ARCHITECTURE

In order to implement our proposal, the FITS [3] was used. The Future Internet Testbed with Security provides a virtual network environment for experimentation of new applications for the Internet.

In our architecture, the controller is configured to install the rule to send the packet both to it’s destination and to the Intrusion Detection System. Whenever the Intrusion Detection System identifies a malicious flow it generates an alarm that is sent to the controller. When the controller is notified by the IDS, it lists all the flows installed in the OpenFlow switches and set a drop action to all the flows that matches the malicious one. That way, the malicious flow is blocked near it’s origin.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Software Defined Network can be a useful tool for an Intrusion Prevention System, due to it’s capability to both mirror the network traffic and block the malicious flow as soon as the Intrusion Detection System notifies the controller.

For future work, a study on the scalability of our proposal is intended, allowing multiple IDS virtual machines running in the same network.
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